Transient operation and shape optimization of a single PEM fuel cell
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Abstract

Geometric design, including the internal structure and external shape, considerably affect the thermal, fluid, and electrochemical characteristics of a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell, which determine the polarization curves as well as the thermal and power inertias. Shape optimization is a natural alternative to improve the fuel cell performance and make fuel cells more attractive for power generation. This paper investigates the internal and external structure effects on the fuel cell steady and transient operation with consideration of stoichiometric ratios, pumping power, and working temperature limits. The maximal steady state net power output and the fuel cell start-up time under a step-changed current load characterize the fuel cell steady and transient performance respectively. The one-dimensional PEM fuel cell (PEMFC) thermal model introduced in a previous work [J.V.C. Vargas, J.C. Ordonez, A. Bejan, Constructal flow structure for a PEM fuel cell, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 47 (2004) 4177–4193] is amended to simulate the fuel cell transient start-up process. The shape optimization consists of the internal and external PEMFC structure optimization. The internal optimization focuses on the optimal allocation of fuel cell compartment thicknesses. The external optimization process seeks the PEM fuel cell optimal external aspect ratios. These two levels of optimizations pursue the optimal geometric design with quick response to the step loads and large power densities. Appropriate dimensionless groups are identified and the numerical results are presented in dimensionless charts for general engineering design. The universality of the general optimal shape found is also discussed.
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1. Introduction

Fuel cells are expected to become of common use in stationary power generation and transportation systems [1–3]. The energy industry is searching for alternative power generation modes in order to reduce its dependency on conventional fossil fuel and, in parallel, for means to improve systems and processes efficiencies. Fuel cell technology also benefits the environment by cutting down a large amount of greenhouse gas (CO₂) and other poisonous exhausts (NOₓ, SOₓ), through the introduction of the fuel cells into transportation and power generation systems. Furthermore, submarines and aircrafts with fuel cell power supply system could dramatically decrease cruising noise to comply with military requirements. PEMFC is also widely investigated because of its high efficiency and the potential for utilization in vehicular and portable applications. Fuel cell technology has been improving in several aspects such as materials, thermodynamic management and flow structure. In this paper, we focus on the flow structure optimization, which has the potential to improve the fuel cell performance, involving steady state and transient operation.

The flow structure optima are the results of numerical simulation of mathematical models that express the physics of fuel cell operations. Kumar and Reddy [4] present a mathematical model applying Navier–Stokes equations to predict the effects of shape and size of flow channel on the fuel cell performance. Yi and Nguyen [5] developed a two-dimensional cathode model to investigate the performance of interdigitated fuel cells. Zhou and Liu [6] presented a three-dimensional steady state model for PEM fuel cells, Hu et al. [7,8] introduced a three-dimensional...
two phase flow mathematical model with consideration of existing multi-phase water in the flow fields. Those models are expensive to solve numerically, due to the partial difference equations, and to the large number of flow configurations to be tested in an optimization procedure. At the PEMFC stack level, Amphlett et al. [9] introduced a transient mathematical model for predicting the response and performance of the system for applications where the operating conditions change with time, considering heat losses, changes in stack temperature, reactant gas concentrations, and other internal phenomena, but no consideration was given to the pressure drops experienced by the fuel and oxidant in the feeding headers and gas channels. Experimental results were presented by Hamelin et al. [10] for the time response of a stationary PEMFC stack under fast load commutations, and compared to the Amphlett et al. [9] model with good agreement. Several other experimental studies have been conducted to access the dynamic behavior of PEMFC stacks in search for performance improvement in the transient mode [11–15]. Recent studies presented PEMFC stack steady state mathematical models to predict performance [16–18]: one study [18] presented a genetic algorithm technique for finding the best configuration of the stack in terms of number of cells and cell surface area, but did not consider headers and gas channels pumping power losses. No transient model was found in the literature that addresses the spatial temperature and pressure gradients in a PEMFC stack, pressure drops in the headers and single cells gas channels and their effect on performance, with the exception of a recent study published by Vargas et al. [19].

As a result, for the fuel cell structure optimization, it is desirable that the model is as simple as possible, in order to require low computational time to provide solutions for each tested configuration, thus allowing for an effective optimization procedure. With such objectives in mind, Vargas and Bejan [20], and Vargas et al. [21] presented a lumped control volume model for alkaline and PEM fuel cells, respectively, which calculated the fuel cell thermal-fluid field, mass transport mechanism, electrochemical properties, and power consumption and generation. The optimal fuel cell geometry, including internal layer thickness allocation and external aspect ratios, were also obtained in those studies.

In this paper, we amend the model introduced by Vargas et al. [21] and extend the flow structure optimization procedure to multi-objective PEMFC optimization involving the steady state and transient behaviors. The spatial temperature and pressure gradients in a single PEMFC, pressure drops in the cell gas channels, and their effect on performance are investigated. The multi-objective optima according to constructal theory [22] are also discussed in this paper.

### 2. Thermodynamic Model

A thermo-electrochemical model for a single PEM fuel cell operating at steady state has been introduced in a previous study by Vargas et al. [21]. In this study, that mathematical model is amended to study the PEM fuel cell transient performance. According to Vargas et al. [21], the fuel cell is divided into seven control volumes that are shown in Fig. 1. These control volumes (CV) interact energetically with one another. The fuel cell also interacts with adjacent fuel cells in a stack, and/or with the ambient. Additionally, two bipolar plates (interconnects) have the function of allowing the electrons produced by the electrochemical oxidation reaction at the anode to flow to the external circuit or to an adjacent cell. The control volumes are the fuel channel (CV1), the anode diffusion-backing layer (CV2), the anode reaction layer (CV3), the polymer electrolyte membrane (CV4), the cathode reaction layer (CV5), the cathode diffusion backing layer (CV6) and the oxidant channel (CV7).
The model consists of the conservation equations for each control volume, and the equations accounting for electrochemical reactions, where reactions are present. The reversible electrical potential and power of the fuel cell are then computed (based on the reactions) as functions of the temperature and pressure fields determined by the model. The actual electrical potential and power of the fuel cell are obtained by subtracting from the reversible potential the losses due to surface overpotentials (poor electrocatalysis), slow diffusion and all internal ohmic losses through the cell (resistance of individual cell components, including electrolyte layer, interconnects and any other cell components through which electrons flow). These are functions of the total cell current \( I \), which is directly related to the external load (or the cell voltage). In sum, the total cell current is considered an independent variable in this study.

2.1. Dimensionless variables

To make the results general, this model and its simulation results are formulated and reported in a dimensionless way. The dimensionless variables are defined based on the geometric and operating conditions of the PEM fuel cell.

The dimensionless length \( \xi \) and dimensionless area \( \tilde{A} \) are defined as

\[
\xi = \frac{L}{V_T^{1/3}}, \quad \tilde{A} = \frac{A}{V_T^{2/3}}
\]

where \( V_T = L_x L_y L_z \) is the total fuel cell volume.

Pressures and temperatures are referred to ambient conditions: \( P = p/p_\infty \) and \( \theta = T/T_\infty \). The dimensionless mass flow rates are defined as follows:

\[
\psi_i = \frac{\dot{m}_i}{\dot{m}_\text{ref}}
\]

where the subscript \( i \) indicates the reactant or product that flows through the fuel cell; and \( \dot{m}_\text{ref} \) is a specified reference mass flow rate given in Table 1. The reference time \( t_\text{ref} \) depends on the reference mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_\text{ref} \), and therefore, the dimensionless time \( \tau \) and reference time \( t_\text{ref} \) are expressed as follows:

\[
\tau = \frac{t}{t_\text{ref}}, \quad t_\text{ref} = \frac{p_\infty V_T}{R_i T_\infty \dot{m}_\text{ref}}
\]

where the subscript “\( i \)” stands for fuel. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume that the fuel stream is pure hydrogen, and the oxidant is pure oxygen.
Table 1

Properties and constant values used in the simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic conductivity</td>
<td>$n = 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$k_v = 0.21$ W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$k_p = 0.2$ W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$k_\alpha = 71.6$ W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$k_\phi = 4 \times 10^{-14}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$k_\theta = 4 \times 10^{-16}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$m_{ref} = 10^{-4}$ kg s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$p_f = 0.1$ MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$p_\alpha = 0.12$ MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$q = 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$R_f = 4.157$ kJ kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$R_\alpha = 0.2598$ kJ kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$T_\ell = 298.15$ K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$U_w = 50$ W m$^{-2}$ K $t_i = 1.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$V_{ref} = 1$ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$V_\ell = 2.25 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$V_{ref} = 10^{-5}$ m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$\sigma_4 = 0.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$\sigma_5 = 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$\mu_1 = 10^{-5}$ Pa s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$\eta_{ref} = 2.4 \times 10^{-5}$ Pa s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$\theta_1 = 1.388 \times 10^6$ W$^{-1}$ m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>$\theta_2 = 1.16 \times 10^3$ W$^{-1}$ m$^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other variables are the nondimensional global wall heat transfer coefficient $N$, heat transfer coefficient $\tilde{h}$, thermal conductivity $\bar{k}$, density $\bar{\rho}$ and specific heat ratio $\gamma$, defined as follows:

$$N = \frac{U_w V_\ell^{2/3}}{m_{ref}c_p,i ref}, \quad \tilde{h} = \frac{h V_\ell^{2/3}}{m_{ref}c_p,i ref}, \quad \bar{k} = \frac{k V_\ell^{1/3}}{m_{ref}c_p,i ref}, \quad \bar{\rho} = \frac{\rho R_T \theta_\infty}{p_f}, \quad \gamma = \frac{c_p,i}{c_v} \tag{4}$$

The reference energy flow rate is defined by $E_{ref} = m_{ref}c_p,i T_\infty$, which is used as a reference scale for power related variables:

$$\Delta \bar{E}, \Delta \bar{E}_{CV}, \bar{Q}, \bar{\Delta H}, \bar{\Delta G} = \frac{(\Delta E, \Delta E_{CV}, Q, \Delta H, \Delta G)}{E_{ref}} \tag{5}$$

The dimensionless heat transfer rates are given by

$$\tilde{Q}_{conv} = \bar{h} \bar{\Delta} \theta, \quad \tilde{Q}_{cond} = -\bar{k} \bar{A} \Delta \theta, \quad \tilde{Q}_w = N \bar{A}_w \Delta \theta, \quad \tilde{Q}_{ohm} = \frac{I^2 \beta}{m_{ref}c_p,i T_\infty} \tag{6}$$

where $\beta$ is the electrical resistance.

The physics of the fuel cell is described by taking into account the mass conservation and the first law of thermodynamics at each CV, and the electrochemical reactions at CV3 and CV5.

2.2. Mass balance

The hydrogen mass flow rate required by the working current ($I$), which indicates the external load, is given by

$$\dot{m}_{H_2} = \dot{n}_{H_2} \frac{I}{nF} M_{H_2} \tag{7}$$

where $\dot{m}_{H_2}$ is the molar flow rate for hydrogen; $M_{H_2}$ the molecular weight of hydrogen; $n$ the equivalent electron per mole of reactant, equiv. mol$^{-1}$ ($n = 2$); and $F$ is the Faraday constant, 96,500 C equiv.$^{-1}$.

Similarly, the oxygen mass flow rate needed in the PEM fuel cell electrochemical reaction is evaluated as follows:

$$\dot{m}_{O_2} = \frac{1}{2} \dot{n}_{H_2} M_{O_2} \tag{8}$$

The stoichiometric ratios, denoted as $\xi_1$ on the fuel side and $\zeta_7$ on the oxidant side, are defined as the provided reactant divided by the reactant needed for the electrochemical reaction of interest and greater than 1. The stoichiometric ratios are the design constraints of this study. Therefore, considering the stoichiometric ratios, the dimensionless inlet reactant mass flow rates are $\psi_1 = \xi_1 \dot{n}_{H_2}/\dot{m}_{H_2}$ and $\psi_\alpha = \zeta_7 \dot{n}_{O_2}/\dot{m}_{O_2}$, where $\dot{m}_{H_2}$ and $\dot{m}_{O_2}$ are obtained from Eqs. (7) and (8).

2.3. Energy conservation

The thermal model consists of coupled ordinary differential equations that are obtained from the energy conservation principle applied to each control volume, as shown in Fig. 1. The energy conservation in CV1 is expressed as follows:

$$\tilde{Q}_{w1} + \psi_1 (\theta_i - \theta_1) + \tilde{Q}_{12} + \tilde{Q}_{ohm1} = \frac{1}{E_{ref}} \frac{dE_{CV1}}{dr} \tag{9}$$

where $\tilde{Q}_{w1} = N_1 \bar{A}_w(1 - \theta_1)$, stands for the heat transfer rate from the ambient to the CV1 through the wall. The wall surface connecting the CV$_j$ ($j = 1, 7$) and the ambient ($\bar{A}_w$) is calculated by $\bar{A}_w = \xi_j \xi_7 + 2(\xi_i + \xi_j) \xi_j$. The second term in the left hand side of Eq. (9) is the dimensionless fuel enthalpy decrease, which is obtained by assuming that the reactant leaves the fuel cell at the CV1 temperature. $\tilde{Q}_{12} = \bar{h}_1 \bar{A}_w(1 - \phi_2)(\theta_2 - \theta_1)$ denotes the heat transfer rate from CV2 to CV1. The fuel cell cross-sectional area is $\bar{A}_x = \xi_7 \xi_8$. The heat transfer coefficients $\bar{h}_j$ ($j = 1, 7$) in the gas channels are estimated according to the flow regime. For the laminar flow ($Re_h < 2300$ [23]):

$$\frac{\bar{h}_j D_{h,j}}{k_j} = 7.541(1 - 2.610 \delta_j + 4.970 \delta_j^2 - 5.119 \delta_j^3 + 2.702 \delta_j^3 - 0.548 \delta_j^3), \quad j = 1, 7 \tag{10a}$$
For the turbulent flow (2300 < Re_h < 2 × 10^4) [24]:

\[
\frac{h_j D_{h,j}}{k_j} = \frac{(f_j/2)(Re_{h,j} - 1000)Pr_j}{1 + 12.7(f_j/2)^{1/2}(Pr_j^{3/4} - 1)}, \quad j = 1, 7
\]  

(10b)

where \( \delta_j = L_{ch}/L_j \), for \( L_{ch} \leq L_j \) and \( \delta_j = L_j/L_{ch} \), for \( L_{ch} > L_j \); \( D_{h,j} = 2L_{ch}L_j/(L_{ch} + L_j) \); \( Pr_j \) is the gas Prandtl number; and \( f \) is the friction factor given by \( f_j = 0.079 Re_{h,j}^{-1/4} \) when 2300 < Re_h < 2 × 10^4 [24].

The Reynolds number is a function of the gas flow velocity \( u_j \). According to Vargas et al. [21], these velocities are calculated by

\[
u_1 = \frac{R_T L_1 \tilde{m}_{ref}}{p_l L_1 n_{ch}} \left( \psi_f - \frac{\psi_{H_2}}{2} \right)
\]

(11a)

\[
u_7 = \frac{R_\alpha T_7 \tilde{m}_{ox}}{2p_\alpha L_1 n_{ch}} \left( \psi_{ox} - \frac{\psi_{O_2}}{2} \right)
\]

(11b)

Finally, the ohmic heating rate \( \tilde{Q}_{\text{ohm1}} = I^2 \tilde{\rho}_1/(\tilde{m}_{\text{ref}} c_p T_\infty) \) with the previous dimensionless energy fluxes contribute to the increase of the interconnect internal energy as follows:

\[
\frac{d\tilde{\theta}_1}{d\tilde{\tau}} = \frac{\gamma_1 n_{ch} \tilde{\xi}_1 \tilde{\xi}_z}{\tilde{\rho}_1} \left[ \bar{Q}_{\text{w1}} + \psi(\tilde{\theta}_1 - \tilde{\theta}_1) + \bar{Q}_{12} + \tilde{Q}_{\text{ohm1}} \right]
\]

(12)

where \( \tilde{\theta}_{1,0} \) is the CV1’s initial dimensionless temperature, and \( \gamma_1 = c_p c_v/\rho_f \) is the fuel gas specific heat ratio. The average fuel pressure \( (p_l \text{ in CV1}) \) and oxidant pressure \( (p_\alpha \text{ in CV7}) \) are assumed known and constants, shown in Table 1, during the fuel cell operation.

The anode backing diffusion layer (CV2) is porous, which consists of a solid side and a fluid side. The mass of fluid in CV2 is negligible compared to the mass of solid. Therefore, the CV2 internal energy differential is \( dE_{CV2} = m_{CV2} c_p \tilde{s}_a dT_2 \). The net heat transfer rate through CV2 is \( \bar{Q}_2 = -\bar{Q}_{12} + \bar{Q}_w2 + \bar{Q}_{23} + \tilde{Q}_{\text{ohm2}} \), where \( \bar{Q}_{23} = -k_{sa}(1 - \phi_2) A_j(\tilde{\theta}_1 - \tilde{\theta}_3)/[\tilde{\xi}_2 + \tilde{\xi}_3]/2 \). The anode solid side dimensionless thermal conductivity \( k_{sa} \) was defined in Eq. (4). The energy balance in CV2 leads to the CV2’s dimensionless temperature expression as follows:

\[
\frac{d\tilde{\theta}_2}{d\tilde{\tau}} = \frac{\gamma_2}{\tilde{\rho}_a(1 - \phi_2) \tilde{\xi}_2 \tilde{\xi}_z} \left[ \bar{Q}_{H_2}(\tilde{\theta}_1 - \tilde{\theta}_2) + \bar{Q}_2 \right]
\]

(13)

where \( \tilde{\rho}_a \) is the dimensionless density of the anode solid side, and \( \gamma_2 = c_p c_v/\rho_f \) is the effective specific heat ratio of the anode solid side.

The flow in the electrodes is modeled as Knudsen flow [25]. The fuel and oxidant mass fluxes are given by

\[
\tilde{j}_j = -\left[D(p_{\text{out}} - p_{\text{in}})/L_j\right], \quad j = 2, 6
\]

(14)

where \( D = B(\rho/8\tilde{R}T/(\pi M)^{1/2})^\phi \) is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient; \( \rho \) the density; \( \tilde{R} \) the universal gas constant; \( \phi \) the porosity; \( g \) the tortuosity [26,27]; \( B \) is a correction coefficient.

By using Eq. (14) and the ideal gas model for \( H_2 \) and \( O_2 \), we find the pressures of the hydrogen and oxygen that enter the catalyst layers as follows:

\[
P_{j,\text{out}} = P_{j,\text{in}} - \frac{j R T_\infty L_j \tilde{\theta}_j}{D_j p_\infty}, \quad j = 2, 6; \quad k = f, ox
\]

(15)

where \( j = \tilde{m}_{H_2}/A_{3,\text{wet}} \) and \( j = \tilde{m}_{O_2}/A_{5,\text{wet}} A_{3,\text{wet}} \) and \( A_{3,\text{wet}} \) are the wetted surface areas in the porous catalyst layers, defined as \( A_{\text{wet},j} = 4\phi_j L_j K_j^{-1/2} A_s, \quad j = 3, 5 \), where \( K \) is the permeability and \( \phi \) is the porosity. Because the channel layer is structurally connected to CV2 and CV6, we assume that \( P_{2,\text{in}} = P_t \) and \( P_{6,\text{in}} = P_\text{ox}. \) The average pressures in CV2 and CV6 are estimated as follows:

\[
P_j = \frac{1}{2}(P_{j,\text{in}} + P_{j,\text{out}}), \quad j = 2, 6
\]

(16)

In the reaction layer (CV3), there are a few considerations that must be taken into account in the energy balance. An oxidation reaction, \( H_2(g) \rightarrow 2H_2(aq)^+ + 2e^- \), takes place in this layer. The dimensionless molar enthalpy change due to the reaction is given by

\[
-\Delta H_3 = \tilde{w}_j \tilde{H}_j(T_j) - \sum_j \tilde{w}_j \tilde{H}_j(T_j)
\]

Here, \( \tilde{w}_j \) is the reaction coefficient. \( H_j \) is the dimensionless molar enthalpy of formation of component \( j \) [28,29]. The dimensionless reversible electrical power, \( \tilde{W}_3 \), is expressed in terms of the dimensionless Gibbs free energy change, i.e., \( \tilde{W}_3 = -\Delta G_3 \), which is also part of the CV3’s energy balance. The Gibbs free energy change, \( \Delta G_3 \), is a function of the temperature and pressure as follows:

\[
\Delta G_j = \Delta G_3^j + RT_j \ln \tilde{Q}_j, \quad j = 3, 5
\]

(17)

where \( \Delta G_3^j \) is the standard Gibbs free energy change (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) \( Q \) is the reaction quotient and is formulated by \( Q_j = \frac{(H_{aq})^+}{p_{\text{H}_2}} \); \( (H_{aq})^+ \) is the molar concentration of the acid solution (mol/l); and \( p_{\text{H}_2} = p_{2,\text{out}} \) is the partial pressure of \( H_2 \) at the CV2 outlet. Recall that the pure liquids or solids do not appear in the calculation of \( Q_j \), neither does the solvent in a dilute solution, \( (H_{aq})^+ \) is a function of water content \( \lambda = \frac{[H_{aq})^+]}{H_2O} \) for a dilute water solution.

The dimensionless net heat flux flowing in CV3 is given by \( \tilde{Q}_3 = \tilde{Q}_{23} + \tilde{Q}_{3w} + \tilde{Q}_{33} + \tilde{Q}_{\text{ohm3}} \). Since the heat transfer rate between CV3 and CV4 (the polymer electrolyte membrane) is dominated by conduction, therefore, this dimensionless heat flux is \( \tilde{Q}_{33} = -2(1 - \phi_3)(\tilde{\theta}_3 - \tilde{\theta}_3)\tilde{A}_3 k_{sa}\tilde{k}_p/\tilde{\xi}_3 k_{sa} + \tilde{\xi}_3 k_p \).

Considering the solid compartment dominates the electrode mass, the mass and energy balance analysis in CV3 leads to a dimensionless temperature expression as follows:

\[
\frac{d\tilde{\theta}_3}{d\tilde{\tau}} = \frac{\gamma_3}{\tilde{\rho}_a(1 - \phi_3) \tilde{\xi}_3 \tilde{\xi}_z} \left[ \tilde{Q}_3 - \Delta \tilde{H}_3 + \Delta \tilde{G}_3 \right]
\]

(18)
2.4. Electrochemical model

The thermal model described by Eqs. (12), (13), (18)–(22) needs to be complemented by the electrochemical counterpart such that the PEM fuel cell power generation performance can be calculated. The resistances, \(\beta (\Omega)\), of each compartment are evaluated from the material and geometric features as

\[
\beta_j = \frac{\xi_j}{A_v V_T^{1/4} \sigma_j (1 - \phi_j)}, \quad j = 1, 2, 6, 7
\]

where the ionic conductivity, \(\sigma (\Omega^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1})\), of Nafion 117 as a function of temperature is given by the following empirical formula \[30]\):

\[
\sigma_j (\theta) = \exp \left[ 1268 \left( \frac{1}{303} - \frac{1}{\theta \lambda T_\infty} \right) \right] (0.5139\lambda_j - 0.326), \quad j = 3, 4, 5
\]

The conductivities of the catalyst layers are given by \(\sigma_3 \phi_3\) and \(\sigma_5 \phi_5\), according to Eqs. (24) and (25), which agree qualitatively with previously measured catalyst layers ionic conductivities \[31]\, i.e., the ionic conductivity increases with increasing Nafion content, which increases as \(\phi\) increases in the present model. The conductivities of the diffusive layers, \(\sigma_2\) and \(\sigma_6\), are the carbon-phase conductivities \[32]\. Finally, the conductivities of CV1 and CV7, \(\sigma_1\) and \(\sigma_7\), are the electrical conductivities of the bipolar plate material. The CV1 and CV7 void fractions in Eq. (23), i.e., \(\phi_1 = \phi_7 = \xi_{ch}/(\xi_1 + \xi_{ch})\), are computed for any particular fuel cell internal geometry according to Fig. 1.

In Eq. (25), \(\lambda\) is the water content that is described as the ratio of the number of water molecules to the number of charge sites. In a polymer membrane, the charge sites are ions, \(SO_3^- \cdot H^+\). It is assumed that all ingredients of the catalyst layer are evenly distributed, and that the liquid water product is evenly distributed. Therefore, the water content in ionomer (within the catalyst layer) is assumed constant: this corresponds to the value measured when the ionomer is in contact with liquid water, or to some average between this value and the value corresponding to when the ionomer is in contact with saturated water vapor \[33]\. Usually, the anode water content is different from that in the cathode; therefore for assumed values of \(\lambda_a\) (anode water content, or \(\lambda_3\)) and \(\lambda_c\) (cathode water content, or \(\lambda_5\)), and by assuming a linear variation of the water content along the membrane thickness, the average water content in the membrane is defined as

\[
\lambda_4 = \frac{\lambda_a + \lambda_c}{2}
\]

Now, we can calculate the molar concentration of the acid solution \([H(aq)^+]\) mentioned in CV3 energy conservation analysis and the ionic conductivity in Eq. (25).

The polarization curve indicates the performance of a fuel cell. The dimensionless potential is defined in terms of a given
where the anode exchange current density (a function of catalyst type, catalyst layer morphology, temperature and pressure) is obtained from Eq. (15), i.e.,

\[ \dot{i}_{\text{lim,a}} = 2p_{\text{ref}}D_{\text{ch}}nF/M_{\text{H}_2}L_2R_2T_\infty \] (32)

The methodology in estimating the anode potential is valid in building the cathode potential correlations. Similarly, the actual cathode potential is \( \dot{V}_c = \dot{V}_{e,c} - \dot{\eta}_c - |\dot{\eta}_{\text{d,c}}| \) and the reversible electrical potential \( \dot{V}_{e,c} \) is obtained from Eq. (15), i.e.,

\[ \dot{V}_{e,c} = \frac{\dot{R}T_3}{nF} \ln Q_3 \] (29)

where \( Q_3 = \frac{[H_{(aq)}^+]^2}{pH_2} \) and \( V_{e,c}^0 = \Delta G_3/(-nF) \). Mass diffusion and charge transfer cause the potential losses at the anode. The overpotential due to charge transfer \( (\dot{\eta}_a) \) is obtained from the Butler–Volmer equation [34,35] as follows:

\[ \dot{\eta}_a = \frac{\dot{R}T_3}{nF} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{I}{A_{\text{wet, lim,a}}} \right) \] (30)

where \( \alpha_a \) is the anode charge transfer coefficient, and \( I_{\text{wet, a}} \) is the anode exchange current density (a function of catalyst type, catalyst layer morphology, temperature and pressure), which is listed in Table 1. The potential loss due to mass diffusion \( \dot{\eta}_{\text{d,a}} \) is obtained from the Nernst equation [29]:

\[ \dot{\eta}_{\text{d,a}} = \frac{\dot{R}T_3}{nF} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{I}{A_{\text{wet, lim,a}}} \right) \] (31)

where the limiting current density at the anode \( I_{\text{lim,a}} \) occurs at high values of the surface overpotential, when the gas is completely depleted in the very thin active catalyst layer fraction situated at the interface with the gas diffuser, i.e., \( P_{2,\text{out}} = 0 \). Therefore, \( I_{\text{lim,a}} \) is obtained from Eq. (15), i.e.,

\[ \dot{\eta}_{\text{d,a}} = \frac{\dot{R}T_3}{nF} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{I}{A_{\text{wet, lim,a}}} \right) \] (30)

The methodology in estimating the anode potential is valid in building the cathode potential correlations. Similarly, the actual cathode potential is \( \dot{V}_c = \dot{V}_{e,c} - \dot{\eta}_c - |\dot{\eta}_{\text{d,c}}| \) and the reversible electrical potential \( \dot{V}_{e,c} \) is obtained from Eq. (15), i.e.,

\[ \dot{V}_{e,c} = \frac{\dot{R}T_3}{nF} \ln Q_3 \] (29)

where \( Q_3 = \frac{[H_{(aq)}^+]^2}{pH_2} \) and \( V_{e,c}^0 = \Delta G_3/(-nF) \). Mass diffusion and charge transfer cause the potential losses at the anode. The overpotential due to charge transfer \( (\dot{\eta}_a) \) is obtained from the Butler–Volmer equation [34,35] as follows:

\[ \dot{\eta}_a = \frac{\dot{R}T_3}{nF} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{I}{A_{\text{wet, lim,a}}} \right) \] (30)

where \( \alpha_a \) is the anode charge transfer coefficient, and \( I_{\text{wet, a}} \) is the anode exchange current density (a function of catalyst type, catalyst layer morphology, temperature and pressure), which is listed in Table 1. The potential loss due to mass diffusion \( \dot{\eta}_{\text{d,a}} \) is obtained from the Nernst equation [29]:

\[ \dot{\eta}_{\text{d,a}} = \frac{\dot{R}T_3}{nF} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{I}{A_{\text{wet, lim,a}}} \right) \] (30)

where the limiting current density at the anode \( I_{\text{lim,a}} \) occurs at high values of the surface overpotential, when the gas is completely depleted in the very thin active catalyst layer fraction situated at the interface with the gas diffuser, i.e., \( P_{2,\text{out}} = 0 \). Therefore, \( I_{\text{lim,a}} \) is obtained from Eq. (15), i.e.,

\[ \dot{I}_{\text{lim,a}} = \frac{\dot{p}_1D_{\text{ch}}nF}{M_{\text{H}_2}L_2R_2T_\infty} \] (32)

2.5. Pumping power and fuel cell net power model

The dimensionless pumping power \( \dot{W}_p \) is required to supply the fuel cell with fuel and oxidant. Therefore, the total net power output (available for utilization) of the fuel cell is

\[ \dot{W}_{\text{net}} = \dot{W} - \dot{W}_p \] (33)

where \( \dot{W} \) is the total fuel cell electrical power output and \( \dot{W} = \dot{V}I \). It is necessary to evaluate the pressure drops in the reactant supply channel before estimating the pumping power consumption in the fuel cell. Assuming that the channel is straight and sufficiently slender, the pressure drops are expressed by

\[ \Delta P_j = f_j \left( \frac{\xi_x}{\xi_j} + \frac{\xi_z}{\xi_{\text{ch}}} \right) \frac{\rho_j}{\rho_{\text{ref}}} \frac{n_j^2}{\theta_j R_k T_\infty} \] (34)

where \( j = 1, 7 \) and \( k = f, o \), respectively. The friction factor \( f_j \) in the gas channels is estimated by experimental correlations from the literature. For the laminar regime \( (Re_h < 2300) \) we used the correlation [33]:

\[ f_j R_{eh,j} = 24(1 - 1.3553\delta_j + 1.9467\delta_j^2 - 1.7012\delta_j^3 + 0.9564\delta_j^4 - 0.2537\delta_j^5) \] (35)

where \( \delta_j = L_{ch}/L_j \) for \( L_{ch} \leq L_j \) and \( \delta_j = L_j/L_{ch} \) for \( L_{ch} > L_j \).

\[ D_{ch,j} = 2L_{ch,j}/(L_{ch} + L_j), \quad R_{eh,j} = \psi_{\text{f,j}}\psi_{\text{o,j}}/\mu_j \] and \( j = 1, 7 \). The correlation used for the turbulent regime is the same as the CV1 energy conservation analysis.

Then, the dimensionless pumping power \( \dot{W}_p \) is obtained as follows:

\[ \dot{W}_p = \psi_f \psi_o S_j \frac{\dot{p}_1}{\dot{p}_j} \Delta P_j + \psi_{\text{o,x}} S_j \frac{\dot{p}_1}{\dot{p}_j} \Delta P_j \] (36)

where

\[ S_j = \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{ref}} T_\infty}{\dot{m}_{\text{ref}}} \] (37)

3. Shape optimization and results

The thermal system reduces to seven nonlinear ordinary differential equations, Eqs. (12), (13), (18)–(22), in which the unknowns are the temperatures of the seven control volumes. A Fortran computational code was written to obtain both steady state and transient solutions. The transient solutions were obtained by solving the system with a Runge-Kutta fourth/fifth order method [36] from a given initial condition. For obtaining steady state results, a system of seven nonlinear algebraic equations was generated by setting the time derivatives equal to 0. The system was then solved with a quasi-Newton method [36]. The Newton iterative process was set to achieve convergence when the Euclidean norm of the residual of the system was less than 10^{-6}. Because of this, the computational time required for one geometric structure study case was short.

In order to make the PEM fuel cell design close to the vehicle application, in this study we conducted a multi-objective optimization procedure to seek the optimal geometric dimension or
limits with the goal of immediate response to step current load and as high as possible steady-state net power output. Table 1 shows the properties and constant values used to produce the numerical results of the present study. The fuel and oxidant inlet temperature were assumed at 298.15 K. The average fuel and oxidant channel pressures were assumed as 1 and 1.2 atm, respectively. Fig. 1 illustrates the main geometric features of the single PEM fuel considered in this study: the external dimensions (Lx, Ly, and Lz), and the individual layer thicknesses (ξi). The geometric constraints of the original study case of this paper are as follows, \( \xi_7 = 2.25, \xi_6 = \xi_5 = 160\xi_7 \), and (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6, ξ7) = (0.05, 0.36, 0.01, 0.06, 0.01, 0.36, 0.05)\( \xi_8 \).

The PEM fuel cell polarization curve indicates that there exists an optimal working current at which the fuel cell has maximal net power output. In this study, we focus on the fuel cell steady-state performance (net power output \( \bar{W}_{\text{net},s} \)) and the transient behavior (start-up time \( \tau_{su} \)) characteristics under such optimal working current condition. We also explore the considered geometric dimension effects on those two performance indicators. Fig. 2a and b illustrate a typical transient behavior of a PEM fuel cell in its start-up process. Fig. 2a shows the electrode potentials and the power output compartments in the transient process responding to a step-changed current load. Fig. 2b shows the dimensionless temperature transient process after a step-changed current load applied to the fuel cell. Considering the power support purpose of the PEM fuel cell, the transient behavior indicator, the start-up time, is defined as the time when the net power output arrived at 98% of its steady-state net power output. This measurement takes into account two phenomena of PEM fuel cell transient behavior shown in Fig. 2a and b: (i) electrical properties (e.g., voltages, net power output) respond more quickly than the thermal properties (e.g. temperature) – there are power and voltage jumps in the beginning of the transient process, while the temperatures of each component of fuel cell increase slowly and continuously because of high thermal inertia of porous media and the reactants – this phenomenon is quite similar to the conventional internal combustion engine that supplies the power requirement almost immediately, but arrives to its thermal steady state quite slowly, and (ii) after the net power output reaches 98% of its steady-state power level, the net power output curve’s slope is close to 0, while the fuel cell temperatures are still increasing—in other words, after a certain period of the transient process, the thermal mechanisms (e.g. temperatures) do not affect significantly the PEM fuel cell power generation. Therefore, it is questionable to consider the transient period as the start-up time based on temperature stabilization.

Fig. 3 demonstrates that the electrode reaction layer thicknesses (ξ3 and ξ5) are crucial to PEM fuel cell transient process which can be categorized into three modes, i.e. “under-powered”, “exact-powered”, and “over-powered”. When the electrode reaction thickness is small, say smaller than 0.003\( \xi_8 \), the transient process is “over-powered”, while the net power output jumps higher than the steady-state net power output and then decreases to the steady-state net power output level. When the electrode reaction layer thickness is increased to 0.007\( \xi_8 \), the net power output reaches the steady-state level immediately, named as “exact-powered” transient process. When the electrode reaction layer thickness exceeds this critical value, the transient process will be “under-powered” and the net power output increases to the steady-state level continuously after the beginning jump. Fig. 3 was constructed in a way to show clearly the three transient operation modes, but it should be noted that \( \bar{W}_{\text{net},s} \) is strongly dependent on the reaction layer thickness, which is the subject of discussion in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the PEM fuel cell steady-state performance, the steady-state net power output, and the transient behavior, i.e., the start-up time. The PEM fuel cell shows maximum steady-state net power output and short start-up time of “over-powered” process at \( \xi_3 = \xi_5 = 0.003\xi_8 \). It is the multi-objective optimization design of the electrode reaction layer for the PEM fuel cell and the first level of optimization in this study, named one-way optimization. In the “under-powered” range, \( \xi_3, \xi_5 > 0.007\xi_8 \), the steady-state net power output decreases dramatically, and the start-up time increases considerably, therefore affecting negatively the two objective functions.
A fixed internal geometric parameter is the thickness ($\xi_4$) of the polymer electrolyte membrane. The optimization of the electrode reaction layers thickness was conducted for several values of $\xi_4$, which produces the results shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that the transient process is in the “over-powered” or “exactly-powered” modes, and the start-up time is close to 0, when $\xi_4/\xi_x$ is smaller than 0.08. When the membrane thickness exceeds such critical ratio, the transient process deteriorates dramatically, and the start-up time increases abruptly. In the entire range of the membrane thickness studied, the steady-state net power output decreases monotonically because of the increment of proton transport resistance in the membrane and the drop of the membrane ionic conductivity. The start-up time curve is unimodal and approaches 0 when $\xi_4/\xi_x \leq 0.08$ due to the small electrical inertia and the low electrical resistance. When $\xi_4/\xi_x > 0.08$, the start-up time increases drastically and reaches a maximum value at $\xi_4/\xi_x = 0.2$ as the membrane thickness increases, the fuel cell thermal and electrical inertias increase as well. When $\xi_y/\xi_x > 0.2$, the optimal working current decreases as the membrane thickness increases, which in turn reduces the start-up time. Fig. 5 also indicates that the membrane should be as thin as possible, down to its minimum dielectric limit, which is also restricted by the manufacturing technology. So, although Fig. 4 shows that $\tau_{su}$ increases monotonically as the reaction layers thickness increase, it also shows the one-way optimized structure leads to a short start-up time for a given membrane thickness. As the membrane thickness increases, even with the one-way optimized external structure, $\tau_{su}$ increases, which is shown in Fig. 5. The useful design information is that $\xi_4/\xi_x \leq 0.08$ for short start-up time.

The previous internal structure optimization process is repeated at different external aspect ratios to produce the results shown in Fig. 6. We find that the start-up time curve departs from the values close to 0 when the external aspect ratios, $\xi_y/\xi_x$ and $\xi_z/\xi_x$, are smaller than 120, and $\xi_y/\xi_x = \xi_z/\xi_x \geq 0.001$. The steady-state net power output decreases with the increment of external aspect ratios within the considered range ($\xi_y/\xi_x = \xi_z/\xi_x \geq 100$). Other external aspect ratio cases are also studied and showed in Fig. 7. The steady-state net power output reaches a maximum when the external aspect ratio is approximately 90, $\xi_y/\xi_x = \xi_z/\xi_x \geq 90$. However, the PEM fuel
cell responds to the external step current loads rather slowly. The start-up time exceeds 10 s for the parameters of Table 1. In order to guarantee a short response (or start-up) time, one should increase the external aspect ratio at the expense of reducing the maximized steady-state net power output. A value of \( \frac{\xi_y}{\xi_x} = \frac{\xi_z}{\xi_x} \geq 120 \) leads to \( \tau_{su} = 30 \) (or \( t_{su} \approx 0.1 \) s), with a decrease of only 9% in the maximized net power output.

Several different total volumes over the range 1.0–10.0, for the stoichiometric ratios \( \xi_1 = \xi_7 = 2 \), are studied in Figs. 8 and 9. From Fig. 8, it is observed that there exists a critical external aspect ratio for each volume. The start-up time increases drastically when the external aspect ratio drops below those critical values. Fig. 9 shows the two-way multi-objective optima in a \( \log-\log \) graph, adopting the critical values for the external aspect ratio. The optimal external aspect ratios are proportional to \( V_T^{0.2497} \), i.e., \( \left( \frac{\xi_y}{\xi_x} = \frac{\xi_z}{\xi_x} \right)_{opt} = 94.3843 V_T^{0.2497} \), and the two-way maximum steady-state net power output associated with immediate response to the external load is proportional to \( V_T^{0.6321} \), i.e., \( \tilde{W}_{net,s,mm} = 155.2745 V_T^{0.6321} \). The effects of different stoichiometric ratios ranging from 1.0 to 10.0, on the maximum steady-state net power output and on the optimal external aspect ratio associated with the two-way multi-objective optimization along the several total volumes over the range 1.0–10.0 are shown in Fig. 10a and b, respectively. The two-way maximized net power output fitting equations are \( \tilde{W}_{net,s,mm} = 297.2350 V_T^{0.6432} \) when \( \xi_1 = \xi_7 = 1 \), \( \tilde{W}_{net,s,mm} = 155.2744 V_T^{0.6321} \) when \( \xi_1 = \xi_7 = 2 \), and \( \tilde{W}_{net,s,mm} = 39.2103 V_T^{0.6239} \) when \( \xi_1 = \xi_7 = 10 \). The optimal aspect ratio fitting equations are \( \left( \frac{\xi_y}{\xi_x} = \frac{\xi_z}{\xi_x} \right)_{opt} = 145.2446 V_T^{0.2616} \) when \( \xi_1 = \xi_7 = 1 \), \( \tilde{W}_{net,s,mm} = 155.2745 V_T^{0.6321} \) when \( \xi_1 = \xi_7 = 2 \), and \( \tilde{W}_{net,s,mm} = 39.2103 V_T^{0.6239} \) when \( \xi_1 = \xi_7 = 10 \).
\[ \frac{\xi_y}{\xi_x} = \frac{\xi_z}{\xi_x} = \frac{94.3843 V_T^{0.2497}}{V_T^{0.63}} \text{ when } \zeta_1 = \zeta_2 = 2, \text{ and } \frac{\xi_y}{\xi_x} = \frac{\xi_z}{\xi_x} = 40.4390 V_T^{0.2409} \text{ when } \zeta_1 = \zeta_2 = 10. \]

The optimal external aspect ratio is approximately proportional to \( V_T^{1/4} \). The two-way maximized net power output is approximately proportional to \( V_T^{0.63} \). This power–volume correlation is also found in nature. According to Randall et al. [37], the metabolic rate within a single species is around 0.63 instead of 2/3, because of the thickening of bones and other body structures in larger animals.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we showed a multi-objective optimization of a single PEM fuel cell concentrating on vehicle applications, which require the PEM fuel cell to respond to the external load quickly and to provide as much power as possible. The internal and external shape effects on the PEM fuel cell steady state and transient response were investigated. The trade-off between the steady state net power output and the start-up time was optimally balanced in the multi-objective optimization. The geometric degrees of freedom were identified physically to be optimized, i.e., the electrodes reaction layers thickness, \( L_3 \) and \( L_5 \), and the external aspect ratios, \( L_y/L_x \) and \( L_z/L_x \). The optima found are sharp and therefore, important to be identified in actual PEM fuel cell design.

The key conclusion is that we showed that the trade-offs exist, and that from them results the internal and external structure of a single PEM fuel cell, i.e., constructal design [20,21,22,38]. The maximum net power output is proportional to \( V_T^{0.63} \). This exponent is the metabolic rate within a single species in nature. The optimal external aspect ratio is proportional to \( V_T^{1/4} \). These two relations are crucial to the auxiliary power units systems (APUS) design. In principle, the multi-objective optimization illustrated in this study can be extended on a hierarchical ladder to large and more complex PEM fuel cell systems, to explore multi-scale packings that use the available volume for maximum power generation and quick response.
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